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Let a be an infinite cardinal, let k be a cardinal with k < a, and denote by Y(a) 
the power set of a. The main result is the following: Let @: Y(a)+ Y(a) be a 
function such that (i) @(A U I?) = @(A) f? O(B) for A, B E .?(a), (ii) for any 
family {A,, < < k) of pairwise-disjoint subsets of a we have a = ulCx @(A(). Then 
there is TC a, such that Jr/ = a and <E @(fl( r}) for all r E r. A consequence of 
this theorem is another theorem concerning finite additive measures on a set, whose 
special cases are Rosenthal’s result and Hajnal’s theorem. 
PRELIMINARIES 
An ordinal (number) is defined in such a way that it is equal to the set of 
smaller ordinals. A cardinal number is an ordinal not in one-one correspon- 
dence with a smaller ordinal. The cofinality of a cardinal a is denoted by 
cf(a); a cardinal a is regular if a = cf(a), and singular otherwise. The 
immediate cardinal successor of a is denoted by a +. The set of subsets of a 
set r is denoted by 9(r). A subset T of a is residual (in a) if there is r < a 
such that TIJ {c < a: c > r}; and T is called cofinal (in a) if for every r < a 
there is <E T such that [ > r. The cardinality of a set r is denoted by ITI. 
For our standard notation and basic definitions and results we used [ 11. 
We will make use of the following theorem, due to Tarski (cf. [5, Theorem 
1, p. 4481). 
THEOREM 1. Let a be an infinite cardinal. Then there is a family R of 
subsets of a such that 
IFI > a, 
(Al=a for every A E ;T, 
and 
IAnA’ <a foreveryA,A’, with/if/i’. 
(Sets A, A’ in a with the property that (A f? A’ 1 < a are said to be almost 
disjoint). 
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THE MAIN THEOREM 
The following theorem is the main result of the paper. 
THEOREM 2. Let a be an infinite cardinal, k a cardinal with k < a, and 
a function 
@: .9(a) + Y(a) 
such that 
(i) @(A U B) = @(A) 17 @(B)for A, B c a, and 
(ii) if (Ai, i < k) is a family of pairwise disjoint subsets of a, then 
a = u @(Ai). 
ick 
Then there is Tc a with 
Irl= a, 
and 
t E @(r\K}) fort E r. 
Proof Remark 1. From property (i), it follows that 
(iii) @(A) 2 Q(B) for A c B c a. 
Case 1. a is a regular cardinal. 
CLAIM 1. There is A c a, with 1 A \ = a, such that for every r E A there is 
a residual subset T, of A with r E @(T,). 
Proof of Claim 1. Assume that the claim is not true. Let R be a family 
of subsets of a, as in Tarski’s theorem. Then for every A E X there is {E n 
such that c@ Q(T) for every residual subset T of A. Since IjT[ > a there are 
{Ai, i < k} with A,EX, and Ai#Aj for i <j < k, so that each Ai 
corresponds to the same r. Also, there is v < a so that the sets Ai = {r E Ai: 
g > q}, i < k, are pairwise disjoint (since {Ai: i < k} are almost disjoint, and 
a is a regular cardinal). We then have that < fZ Uiik @(Ai), a contradiction 
to property (ii) proving Claim 1. 
Let A be a subset satisfying Claim 1. We choose x, E A and residual 
subset T,, of A, with x0 E @(TO). Let r’ < a and assume inductively that we 
have defined a strictly increasing family {xs: c < c) and a family of residual 
subsets of A, {T,: < < 5’), such that 
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We choose xl, E A, so that xl, > suprCr,xL, and T,, c nIib, T,, Tl residual 
subset of /i so that xl, E @(7’,,). We set 
and we note that 
CLAIM 2. There is r, c I-, , with 1 Tz / = a so that for every r E Tz there 
is a cofinal subset R, of r, such that 
R, = @({C E r,: c < tl). 
Proof of Claim 2. Assume that the claim is not true. We then choose 
w,, E r, and z0 E r, , with z0 > wO, so that 
r@ w-,: r< woj) f0rEr,, <a~,, 
and we set 
Let I’ < a and assume inductively that we have defined a family (Ai: z < I’} 
of pair-wise disjoint subsets of I’, , and a strictly increasing family {zi: I < I’) 
of elements of rr such that 
zi > sup Ai for I < z’, 
and Cg U,<,,, @(Ai) for I” < I’, and <Er’, with <>z,,,. We then 
choose s, w, Z: w,, so that s>sup,<,,z:, w>s, z:>w, and 
~@@({[~r,:s<[<w})for (Err with C>z:,; we also set 
NOW let q < a, with ( II)= k. We then have that 
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contrary to property (i) of @, since the family {Ai: i < r,r} is pairwise disjoint. 
The proof of Claim 2 is complete. 
We choose r, c Z-, satisfying Claim 2. Let r’ < a and assume inductively 
that we have defined a strictly increasing family ( y5: t: < c} of elements of 
r2 such that 
YyE@({Y,:r<r”J) forr <e. 
The family ( y,: 5 < e} is bounded, and hence there is y,, E Tz with 
Y,, > supr<sl Y, and 
Y,, E @P({Yf: r < (;‘I>. 
We set 
r= {Jyr<a) 
and we note that 
ITI = a, 
and 
r E w-w for < E r. 
The proof of Case 1 is now complete. 
Before proceeding to the proof of the case for singular a, we prove the 
following. 
LEMMA 1. Let m be a regular cardinal, k < m, and A c a, with m < ) A ) 
and IAl a regular cardinal. Also let {E,: r < m} be a family of pairwise 
disjoint subsets of a. Then there are q < m and A’ c A with 
lA’l=/Al, 
Proof of Lemma 1. We claim that for every A E A there is vn < m such 
that 
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Indeed, if for some 1 E A this is not the case, then we choose ro, s,, < m, with 
ro<so, and 
and inductively assume that for t < m we have chosen (rX, s,) for every x < t 
so that 
for x < t, 
for x, < x2 < t, 
and 
then the family (s,: x < t) is bounded, and there are rt, s, < m with 
SUP,,~ s, < r1 < s,, 
and 
We set 
Fx= u E, for x < m, 
r,<lGs, 
and we have that 
a contradiction since the sets Fx, x < m are pairwise disjoint. 
Since IA ( > m and l/1 1 is regular there are q < m and ,4’ CA with 
lA’(=(Aj and qn=q for every1EA’. 
We complete the proof of Theorem 2. 
Case 2. a is a singular cardinal. 
We can then write a = uUCo r,, where /? = cf(a), the sets {rO, u < /I} are 
pairwise disjoint, and Ir,l is regular for every o < /3; furthermore, we may 
assume that II’,1 > max{k+,P+} = m for every u <p. 
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We choose (A:: 5 ( m) pairwise disjoint subsets of TO so that IA:\ = JTO\ 
for r < m and we apply Lemma 1 for A = rr and for the sets {A!: r < m). 
Then there are P, c r, and x, < m such that 
and 
We choose (A,: c < m} pairwise disjoint subsets of r’, such that IAil = Iri ) 
andweapplyLemmalfor/i=T,andforthesets{A~UA::x,~r<m}. 
Let u’ < p be an ordinal number and suppose that we have defined the sets 
{A;: < ( m} for u < u’ and the strictly increasing family {x,: o < a’) of 
elements of m, such that {A;: r < m} are pairwise disjoint subsets of I’,, for 
u < cf. 
and 
Iw;I = Ir,i for < < m and u < u’, 
u A;c n @ ( U Ai) foru” <u’. 
I<m x,43<m O<O” 
We then apply Lemma 1 for A = r,, and for the sets {UoCO, A;: t < m}. It 
follows that there are x,, < m and r;, c r,, such that 
and 
x,, > sup x,, 
O<O’ lr;ll = Irutl, 
r;,c (-) @ UA;. 
x,s<3<m ( ) O<O’ 
We then choose {A;‘: < ( m} pair-wise disjoint subsets of r;,, such that 
IA;‘1 = II’;,1 for r < m. 
Since m >/I and m is a regular cardinal, it follows that the family 
{x,: u < /?} is bounded in m. We choose x < m, with x > SUP,,~ x, and we 
set A, = A; for u </I. It is clear that the sets {A,: u < p} have the property 
For every u ( p we choose {II;: < < m} pairwise disjoint subsets of A,, with 
582a/30/2-4 
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IBPl= IA,1 for r < m and u < j?, We apply Lemma 1 for A = II: and for the 
sets 
Then there are y, < m and C, c BE, with 
IG = IB”ol, 
and 
Cot n @ ( u BY). 306i-cm 1<0<4 
Yo<I<S 
We next apply Lemma 1 for A = B:,, and for the sets 
E,= ij B;, Yo < 6 
Z<o<B 
Let u’ < /3 be an ordinal number and suppose that we have defined family 
{C,: u < /?I and a strictly increasing family { y,: u < u’} of elements of m, 
such that 
COCA,, 
IC,I = I& for u < u’, 
and 
C,,, c n (,,,()<, B;) for a” < u’. 
y,f,<S<m 
Y,<l<i 
We choose y < m, with y > SUPINE, y, and we apply Lemma 1 for A = ByD’ 
and for the sets E,= tJot<o<D B;, < < m. Then there are Y,~ <m with 
Yd > sur)o<oc y, and C,, c By’ with 
IC,tI = IB;‘I, 
and 
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Since m > /3 and m is a regular cardinal it follows that the family 
( y,: o < /I} is bounded in m. Therefore the sets {C,: B < /I} have the property 
that 
From what we have established above, and property (i) of Qi we have 
C,!C@ u c, 
( 1 
for a’ < /3. 
O#O’ 
We appply the case of regular cardinal for the sets {C,: u < /3} and the 
proof is complete. 
Remark 2. It is clear from the proof of Theorem 2 that, if a is a regular 
cardinal and @ satisfies only (ii) and (iii), then there is Tc a with jr\ = a 
such that 
THEOREM 3. Let a be an uncountable cardinal, k < a, and assume that 
lPt,i: t < a, i < k} 
is a family offinitely additive measures on 9(a), such that 
IIi<k:~~,tfo}I <k for<<a. 
Then for every E > 0 there is Tc a such that 
c*> 
ludr\M) < 6 for<Er, i < k. 
ProoJ Case 1. a is a regular cardinal. 
We may assume that k is infinite. We consider the function 
@: 9(a) + 9(a) 
given by @(A) = {< < a: ,u[,,(A) < s/2 for i < k). Then @ has property (iii) 
(given in Remark 1). Also, @ has property (ii). Indeed, let (A,:j < k} be a 
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family of pairwise disjoint subsets of a. We suppose that there is &, < a such 
that 
(0 ’ U @Vj). 
j<k 
Then for every i < k there is ij < k, such that 
PuS,,i,@j> > E/2* 
It follows from (*) that there are i, < k and 
j, <j, < a+. <j, < a.. < k 
such that 
We then have 
ij, = i, for n = 1, 2,.... 
for n = 1, 2,..., 
a contradiction, since on the other hand we have 
The result now follows immediately from Remark 2. 
Case 2. a is a singular cardinal. 
Then k+ < a. We may again assume that k is infinite. 
We consider the function 
@: 9(a) + 9(a) 
given by @(A) = {< < a: P,,~(A) = 0 for i < k}. Then @ clearly has property 
(i). Also, @ has property (ii), with k replaced by k+. Indeed, let (Aj: j < k+ } 
be a family of pairwise disjoint subsets of a, and c < a. Then for every i < k 
there are countably many j < k+ such that P,,~(A~) # 0. Then, since k+ > No 
there is j < k+ so that ,u~,~(A~) = 0. The proof now follows from Theorem 3. 
Remark 3. Under the assumption that the measures pClr,i are uniformly 
bounded, Theorem 3 also holds for a = & (cf. [3]). 
COROLLARY 1. Let a be an uncountable cardinal, and k < a. Let also 
{pr: r < a} be a family offinitely additive measures on 9(a) and (A,: < < a} 
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a family of subsets of a such that /Ati < k for < < a. Then for every E > 0 
there is TC a such that 
/rl= a, 
and 
P,(r\m < E forCEAl and <ET. 
COROLLARY 2. Let a be an injmite cardinal, and k < a. Let also 
(Pt: r < a} be a family of ultrafilters on a, and {At: r < a} a family of 
subsets of a, such that /A,( < k for c < ,a. Then there is I’ c a such that 
Irl = a, 
r\w @ p, forCEA and <EL’. 
A special case of Corollary 2 for P,, the principal ultrafilter generated by 
{c}, is Hajnal’s theorem on free sets (a result that also follows directly from 
Theorem 3). 
COROLLARY 3 (Hajnal 121). Let a be an infinite cardinal, k < a, and 
f: a + 9(a) such that 1 f (Q] < k for r E a. Then there is T c a, such that 
Irl = a, 
t @f (0 for t, C E r, t z C 
Rosenthal (in [4, Lemma 1.11) used a very special case of Theorem 3, for 
JI~,~ =p[ for i < k, to prove a result on injective Banach spaces [4, Theorem 
3.121. (A simple proof of Rosenthal’s lemma was subsequently given by 
Kupka [3]). In the same manner we can prove the following “uniform” 
version of Rosenthal’s theorem. 
COROLLARY 4. Let X be a Banach space, T an uncountable set, 
k+ < IPl, and let 
Ti: zyr) + x 
be bounded linear operators, such that Ti]c,(P) is an isomorphism for i < k. 
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Then there is A c r, with 
and T, 1 l”(A) is an isomorphism for i < k. 
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